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T „ INTRODUCTION 
A two-sided space over a division ring is said to be left-Galois if 
there is a left basis, £ u j, such that u A £ A u for all u« uj. This 
concept was initiated by Dieudonne (2) and Hochschild (3) and was revised 
and extended by Jacobson (4) in order to explore the Galois theory of 
division and semi-simple rings. We shall use the concept for somewhat 
different, although related, purposes. 
If A is a completely primary ring with maximal ideal N and quotient 
division ring A , then it is classically well known that the quotients, 
N^/N^+^, of the Loewy series are two sided vector spaces. If each of 
these spaces is left-Galois, we say A is left-Galois. This paper is 
devoted to the study of such rings. 
In chapter II, we introduce left-Galois space and explore some of 
their basic properties. We study general completely primary rings in 
chapter III and relate the elements in the quotients, to the 
elements in N. Our basic result, in this chapter, is that every element 
in N can be represented uniquely in the form IB (6^)^ » where 9 is a 
section, £ A , and the v^'s are fixed representatives of the bases for 
each of the quotient spaces. 
Chapter IV is devoted to proving that a basis of N^/N^+^ can be 
determined by the symbolic products of a basis for N/N2, if A is left-
Galois. We then prove that A is left-Galois if and only if the space 
N/N2 is left-Galois. 
In chapter V, we explore the structure of cleft graded left-Galois 
rings and prove that if G is a semi-group of isomorphisms of A , then 
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there is a cleft left-Galois ring which realizes G. 
We explore the right regular representation of diagonal rings in 
chapter VI. A cleft ring is diagonal if the matrices representing A are 
all diagonal. We prove that A is diagonal if and only if N is a left-
Galois vector space. 
In chapter VII, we study some possible generalizations of the fore­
going theory. 
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II. GALOIS VECTOR SPACES 
In all of the following material, let A designate a division ring. 
A two-sided vector space over A may have a left basis which is not a 
right basis. Hence, there may be an element u such that u A ^Au. An 
element u in a two-sided space will be called left-Galois if u A c Au. 
A two-sided space is left-Galois if it has a left basis consisting of 
left-Galois elements. Such a left basis will be said to be a left-
Galois basis. 
We shall ordinarily shorten "left-Galois" to "Galois" in cases where 
there can be no confusion. 
The following material is essentially contained in the book by 
Jacobson (4, pages 142-144) . 
Let u be a Galois element in a vector space. For every g <£ A, 
u g € A u. Thus, there is a 8^ A such that u = u g . Define the 
mapping <jz A—> A by a (Ô) = g^ if and only if u g = g^ u. It is clear 
that cr is well defined and the distributive and mixed associative laws 
guarantee us that it is a (ring) homomorphism. Since A is a division 
ring, a is an isomorphism. This mapping is said to be associated with 
u, and conversely. 
We say two isomorphisms, and of A into itself are equivalent 
if there is an inner automorphism, 6, of A such that o"i = 6 • If is 
equivalent to erg, we write o 
For a given Galois vector space, define the following: 
V/W> = y v £ V i d (S) v = v s , for every s r a . where o ~ CT . 1 . 
Let Ay be the subring of A composed of elements which commute 
elementwise with the image of <7. It is clear that A~ is a division ring 
and, if cr is an automorphism, it is the center of a • 
Proposition 1. If the isomorphism 0" is associated with the Galois 
element u and if Q ~ a , then there is a v € A u associated with q . 
Conversely, every element in A u is Galois and is associated with an 
isomorphism equivalent t;o <x. 
Proof. Assume v = u for some e A • Then (ôi u) 6 = 
9 (Ô) u) = (0 (5) u. But (5^ u) 5 - (u ô) = ôj (a (5) u) = 
(6]_ a" (ô)) u and thus 9 (ô) = a (8) 5^ • All of the arguments may be 
reversed to complete the proof. 
Proposition 2. VCT is a left vector space over 
Proof. Suppose that A^ and v e V^. Then (ô^ v) ô = (v ô) = 
5^ (a (5) v) = a (6)) v = (<r (6) ô^) v = a (ô) (6% v) for every 
6 A . 
Proposition 3. V^is a two-sided vector space over A • 
Proof. Closure under multiplication on the left follows from 
proposition 1, and closure on the right follows from this. 
Theorem 4. Let V be a Galois space over A and let £ (cr) j be the 
set of equivalence classes of isomorphisms associated with a particular 
Galois basis of V. Let [u| be a set of representatives, one and only 
one from each of the equivalence classes, of these isomorphisms. Then 
(1.) V((r) = A Va , a e (a) and 
5 
/n \ * v ** 
V - ^  V frr\ \j  * -
Proof. See Jacobson's book (4, page 144). 
Corollary 5. has a left basis *hich satisfies the property 
that uQ is associated with a, for every a. 
Proof. V,j certainly has such a basis. The result now follows from 
equation 1. 
Proposition 6. Let u be a Galois element in a vector space associat­
ed with the isomorphism cr. Then u is an automorphism if and only if 
A u = u A . 
Proof. If Au = u A , then the mapping 9, defined by 9 (Ô) = 6^ 
if and only if 5 u = u 5^, is clearly an isomorphism and is the inverse 
of a. 
Conversely, if a is an automorphism of A , then, if 6 6" A , there is 
a e A such that a (8^) = 6. Hence, Ô u = a (5%) u = u and 
u A A u. 
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A completely primary ring is a ring with a unique maximal ideal such 
that the ring modulo the maximal ideal is a division ring. We shall 
customarily denote the ring by A, the maximal ideal by N, and the quotient 
division ring by £ . Let us also denote the canonical map from A to ^  
by Tt. 
Lemma 1. If a and b are two representatives of Ô a , that is, if 
a and b <? tt"* (5), then a - b e N. 
Proof. N is clearly the kernel of TT and 7î(a-b) = tt (a) - 77" (b) = 
ô - 6 = 0. 
Define, as usual, to be the product of N with itself j times. 
We shall assume that properly contains for each j. We shall also 
have occasion to denote A by N°. 
If a £ A, and if a / 0, then there is a unique j such that a € -
N^+1. This j will be called the degree of a and will be designated by 
deg(a). Zero has no degree. 
Let us note that if a € A and if 7r(a) j> 0, then a has an inverse. 
If not, we would contradict the uniqueness of N. 
Lemma 2. If a e A, if rc(a) f 0, if n e N, and if deg(n) = j, then 
deg(an) = deg(na) = j. 
Proof. If n € , then a n e and if a n g N*, then a"* a n = 
n 6 N1. 
Lemma 3. If n^ and n^ e N, then deg(n^n^) > (deg(n^)) + (deg(n^))-
Proof. Suppose deg(n^) = i and deg(n^) = j. Since C N*+-^, 
n^ng 6 and hence deg(n^n^) > i + j. 
/ 
Denote the canonical mapping from to bv 7T = Note that 
this implies /r= 7^. 
Proposition 4. Suppose 5 6 A , a and b are representatives of Ô in 
A, n^ and n2 € NJ, and 77: (n%) = 7^ (n^). Then 7T (an^) = 77j (bn2) • 
Proof. Since (n^) = 7n (n2), n-^ - n2 e N^+1. Hence, a (n^ - n2) 
= a n^ - a n2 e= . Since a - b e N, by lemma 1, (a - b) n2 = a n2 -
b n 2  € .  Thus, a  n% - a n 2  + a n 2  - b n 2  = a n^ - b n 2<= .  
A similar result will be valid, if the products are commuted. 
Now, if n é N^/N^"*"*, there is an n e N-Î such that 7^ (n) = n . Let 
a be any representative of Ô in A. Define 5 n to be equal to (an). 
The above proposition guarantees us that this product is well defined. 
It is easily verified that is a left vector space over A by using 
the properties of A. We may, similarly, make into a right vector 
space over A» The associativity of A implies that this is a two-sided 
vector space structure. 
A section is a (group) homomorphism from A into A which is a right 
inverse for TT. 
Theorem 5. Assume that N is nilpotent. Let £ u^ j , a e Û7j_ , be a 
left basis for N^/N*"1"1 and let uai be a representative of uQi in N1 for 
each a and i. Let 0 be a section. Then every element in A can be 
uniquely expressed in the form 
9 (&o) +220 (&ai) uai , where ÔQ and 5^. are in A . 
Proof. Let a € A and suppose deg(a) = j. Then 77: (a) = 
2 8&j . Hence, a - 2 0 (S^j) u^ 6 N^+1. Suppose deg(a -
8 
? S ur?i) - k > j. Then 7T, (a - Z S (5...) u^-) - Z u^v • 
Ot - - K vt v»J —^ * 
Thus, a - (Z 9 (§aj) uQj + Z 0 (5^) u^) g Nk+1. Let us now proceed 
recursively and suppose that a - (Z Z 9 (ôaj) ugj) £ Nn+*. We may now 
repeat the process above and lengthen our sum. Eventually, however, since 
N is nilpotent, we must arrive at zero and thus, have the equality 
described in the theorem. 
Now suppose Z Z 9 (&aj) uaj is any second representation. Then 
Z Z 9 (5>aj - ôaj) Uqj = 0. Let k be the smallest j occurring in this sum. 
Then^ (Z Z 9 - Ôaj) uaj) = Z (6^- 5^) - 0. This implies 
Ôgk = Sak- ^he proof is completed easily by using induction. 
A completely primary ring is cleft if and only if there is a section 
which is a ring homomorphism and hence, a ring isomorphism. We shall 
commonly identify A with its image under such a section. Note that in 
theorem 5, if 9 is a ring isomorphism, the representatives form a basis 
for A over the image of A . 
Corollary 6. If A is cleft and if N is nilpotent, then for each 
j = 0, 1, ... , [Nj : A ]T = Z [Ni/Ni+1 : A], . 
L i > j L 
A similar result clearly holds for the right dimensions. 
We shall suppose, in the remainder of this paper, that a section 
always exists. 
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IV, LEFT-GALOIS RINGS 
A completely primary ring is said to be left-Galois over its 
quotient division ring if and only if each of the vector spaces 
are left-Galois. 
Proposition 1. If u € N^/N^*"\ v e N^/N-^, u and v are represent­
atives of u and v in A respectively, Tî v has degree i + j, and if u and 
v are Galois, then the image of u v in N*"i"j/N**i"j+* is also Galois. 
Further, if <7 is associated with u and if 9 is associated with v, then 
a 9 is associated with the image of H v. 
Proof. Assume that |i is a section and let B 6 Abe arbitrary. 
Then, since <x (8) u - uB = 0, p. (cr (B)) tT - U p. (5) € N*+*. Similarly, 
M. (S (8)) v - v n (8) £ N"*+*. Thus, "u n (9 (8)) v - ùv p (8) € N*"+^+* 
and |i (tr 0 (8)) "ïï v - If n (9 (8)) v e N1+^+^ by lemma 3 of the previous 
chapter, and hence, TT n (9 (8)) v - IT v p, (8) + n (o- 9 (8)) û v -
"Û (9 (6) ) v = ii (a 9 (8) ) u v - u v p. (8) 6- . Let w be the image 
of û v in N1"*""*. We then have a 9 (8) w - w B = 0 as was to be proved. 
Proposition 2. Let be a fixed left-Galois basis for n/n2 and 
for each a, let u^ be a given representative of u^. Define ÏF to be the 
set of products, r at a time, of the û^'s. Further, let Ur be the image 
of ur in Nr/Nr"*"*. Then Ur contains a set of left generators for Nr/Nr~*"* 
over A • 
Proof. Let 9 be a particular section. Then, by theorem 5 of the 
2 preceeding chapter, every element in N is congruent, modulo N , to an 
element of the form 2 9 (S^) . By the definition of Nr, every element 
in Nr is the sum of products, r at a time, of elements in N. Hence, it 
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is congruent, modulo N* "N to a sum of products, r at s tiîse, of elements 
of the form of the above sum. By the previous proposition, we may 
permute the g (g#)'s and the u^'s appropriately, modulo Nr+*, to arrivé 
at a representation of the form 
? C^T 8(5ij) ^ r"o;(i,j)) ' 
where each ua(i}j) is equal to u^ for some a. We note that w^ =7TTra(i j) 
€ V" for each i. 
Since 77^ is multiplicative for each r, every element in N*/Nr"*"* may 
be written in the form £ §£ 7rx (w^), where =7Tr (JJQ (ôij)) • Notice 
that 7Ç (wi) £ Ur. 
Corollary 3. A completely primary ring which has a section is left-
Galois if and only if n/n^ is left-Galois. 
Proof. If our ring is left-Galois, the definition implies that N/N^ 
is left-Galois. 
Conversely, by proposition 2, the set Ur is a set of generators 
for Nr/N1** and hence, it contains a basis. Proposition 1 implies Ur 
consists of Galois elements and thus, the basis is Galois. 
Let u 6 and v £ By the symbol u v, the symbolic 
product of u and v, we shall mean the image of the product of a represent­
ative of u and a representative of v in In the remainder of 
the paper, we shall suppose we are dealing with the actual product unless 
we state otherwise. As we have seen, this product is independent of the 
particular representatives. Note that the A operations on are, 
in fact, symbolic products. 
il 
Let VI be the subspace of N*"/N1""*"'L associated with an. isomorphism ~ -, 
as discussed in chapter II. 
Proposition 4. If u £ and v e Vg , then u v (symbolic product) 
. 
This is nothing more than a restatement of proposition 1. 
Suppose u £ ïj , v e , and u v (symbolic product) f 0. If 
5 € ÙQ and 8^ £* , then 5u£vJ and v e Vg , by lemma 2 of the 
previous chapter and proposition 2 of chapter II. Hence, by the previous 
proposition, 8 u 8^ v (symbolic product) = ô a (8^) u v (symbolic product) 
£ Va Q and is non-zero. Let ô 6 a • Then 6 a (5%) u v 8 (symbolic 
product) = a 6 (ô) 8 a (6^) u V (symbolic product). But 6 Ct (6^) u v 8 
(symbolic product) = 8 a(8^) a 9 (8) u v (symbolic product). Thus, 
I 
8 a (8j} 6 A39 • Clearly, c ùqq and we have proved 
Proposition 5. If V* / { Oj , then a (ûq) C Aqq • 
As we have noted previously, if a is an automorphism, then ^  is 
the center of A • 
Corollary 6. If a and 9 are automorphisms and if f [0 j , 
then the center of A is stable under a . 
The above proposition might be considered to be the initial steps 
toward relating our theory to the Galois theory of division rings. This 
will not be pursued further here. 
We say a semi-group of isomorphisms, G (A), of A is associated with 
A if and only if (i) G (A) contains a set of generators H such that if 
a € H, then there is a j for which f {0 } , and (ii) if { 0 J 
for some k, then a £ G (A). It is clear that G (A) is necessarily unique. 
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Note that, by proposition 1 of chapter II, if an isomorphism is in G (À). 
so are all isomorphisms equivalent to it. 
An isomorphism, cr , is realized in A, if there is a k such that 
v£ ^  [ 0 j • A semi-group of isomorphisms is realized in A, if it has a 
collection of generators, each of which is realized in A. 
Proposition 7. Let a € G (A) and suppose V^. f [0 j . Then there 
exist , 0*2» ••• » Oj <r G (A) such that V* cr^ f £o] , for each i, and 
cr = oj_ c2 • • • Oj • 
Proof. By propositions 1 and 2, a Galois basis for can be 
found in the set of symbolic products, j at a time, of Galois elements in 
2 N/N . Proposition 1 allows us to conclude the proof. 
Corollary 8. The isomorphisms associated with N/N2 form a generating 
set for G (A) . 
Corollary 9. If the isomorphisms associated with n/n^ are all auto­
morphisms , then G (A) consists entirely of automorphisms. 
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V = CPAT>PT« QTwqg 
Assume, in this chapter, A is cleft. 
Define, for each j > 1, = jTn ^ N | deg(n) = j j [J [ 0 j . 
In general, MJ is not a subspace of N, since even if n^ and n2 £ , it 
is not necessarily true that n^ - n2 must be. 
A ring is generalized graded if and only if MJ is a subspace of N 
for every j. It is graded if and only if Mk C for each j and 
k, and it is generalized graded. 
Proposition 1. If A is generalized graded, then as two 
sided vector spaces. 
Proof. Certainly C and every element in is an image 
of an element in MJ. Also, Z) N^+1 » fO j . Hence, 7?% is an epi-
morphism and a monomorphism and is, thus, an isomorphism. 
Corollary 2. If A is graded, then the symbolic product corresponds 
to the actual product. 
Suppose A is an arbitrary (possibly uncleft) completely primary ring. 
Define F (A) = A 2 6? N^/N^+^ and define the product on F (A) to be the 
symbolic product. F (A) is easily seen to be a completely primary cleft 
graded ring with quotient ring A , if N is nilpotent. 
Proposition 3. If A is Galois, so is F (A). 
Proposition 4. A is graded if and only if A is isomorphic (as a 
ring) to F (A). 
Proof. This follows immediately from proposition 1 and the def­
inition of F (A). 
Assume A is left-Galois and graded. In the previous section, we 
have determined the vector space structure of A in terms of the spaces 
. Theorem 4 of chapter II allows us to express the structure in 
terms of the V^'s. 
Define G^ = ^  CT £ G (A) | f {0 j J and let be a subset of G^ 
which contains one, and only one, representative of an equivalence class 
in G-Î. 
Proposition 5. In the case described above, A = A© 2 2 v| x = 
j a W 
AS 2 2 A <3^. V^. , a é1 , as two-sided vector spaces. 
Proof. This follows immediately from theorem 4 of chapter II and 
the results of the foregoing section. 
Denote the center of A by C. 
Corollary 6. In the case described above, if G1 consists of auto­
morphisms, then A = A<Sfc (A© 2 2 Va), a & HJ, as vector spaces. 
The product is somewhat more difficult to determine. However, we 
may prove the following result. 
Proposition 7. Ifv£|»/oj , then = T(1) „ Aj vkl)" 
vio> • 
Proof. If v € Vg. , then, according to propositions 1 and 2 of 
chapter IV, there exist Galois elements, £ukiJ > in M* such that v = 
g 5^ 7"^7~ukl * *bere € A . We may suppose, without loss of generality 
the products are linearly Independent. 
Let c be associated with v and let be associated with •y^'u^ . 
Then, ifB6A,<r(6)v = vô = 2§k jj^kl S = £ ®k °k ~Tfakl = 
f (8) g Bk T^Tukl = g F (5) 8k fjrukl • 111,18 ' \ \ = CT <-> \ > 
and a ~ cr^ for all k. However, proposition 1 of chapter II allows us 
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to revise the u. , ®s so that <r. » tr „ This forces §• € *. 
k k a 
The reverse inclusion is obvious. 
We note that for an arbitrary completely primary ring A, the above 
result is valid for F (A). 
Me shall now explore the product further in a special case. Suppose 
A is cleft and graded and suppose that if V^. f (o j > then [vjj. : = 1. 
Assume also that any isomorphism of & is realized in at most one . 
Let f ua  J be a basis for N as a left space over subject to the follow­
ing conditions: 
(1.) / u(j ] is the union of left bases for the 
(2.) The isomorphism cr is associated with u^.; 
(3.) If a (i) and 0 (j) are associated with basis elements, for 
i = 1, 2, ..., r and j = 1, 2, ..., s, and if / J cr (i) ~ / /Q (j), then 
7j~o- (i) = 77"0(j). 
Under these conditions, in view of the preceeding material, the 
product of two basis elements has the form u uti = Ô u__ , where 5 
cr 0 cr,0 <t,ô 
At70 
Since we are dealing only with associative rings, we must have u X 
(uff Ug ) = (ux ua) uQ , for all X, cr, and 0 . But u^ (u^ u@) = 
UX <5<r,0 uo0> " x (5a,0) ux uo0 = X ^,00 UXcr6 and <UX V u6 = 
^X cr uXcr u0 = ®X,ct ®Xa 0 "xofi * Hence, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 8. If, under the conditions described above, u^^g ^  0, 
then 
(4.) X (S^g) 6x>og = ÔX)0. ÔXa$6 . 
Equation 4 will be recognized to be the factor set identity in the 
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theory of crossed products as described by, for instance. Albert (1, pace 
67). Actually, our theory may be considered to be a part of a generalized 
theory of such products. See the next chapter for a more general form 
of these identities. 
Note that, in view of proposition 7, the third condition may always 
be satisfied in this case. 
We are now in the position to be able to give an existence theorem. 
Let G be a semi-group of isomorphisms of A . We shall suppose G is 
closed under equivalence. Let G be a set of generators of G and define 
H C G to be a set containing one, and only one, representative from each 
equivalence class in G. 
Let N be defined to be the left vector space with basis £ ua I c £ H^. 
Define a right a structure on N by letting ua 5 = a (6) u^. , for all 
or f H and all g ç & . Define the multiplication on N to be trivial, and 
let A be the direct sum of the rings A and N. Now, (1 + 2 ua) (1 -
2 &a ua) = 1 + Z Up - $ ôa uff - Z g 6a cr (S9) uff ue = 1. Hence, A 
is a completely primary cleft ring with unique maximal ideal N and 
quotient ring £ . Since N2 = [ 0 j , by the definition of N, A is left-
Galois. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 9. If G is a semi-group of isomorphisms which is closed 
under equivalence, then there is a completely primary ring A such that 
G - G (A). 
Corollary 10. If G is a semi-group of isomorphisms, then G is 
realized by some completely primary ring. 
Proof. Imbed G in its closure under equivalence. 
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In this chapter, we shall assume our ring is cleft. 
In general, an element may fail to be Galois in N even though its 
image in the appropriate quotient space is Galois. A is said to be 
diagonal if and only if A is Galois and there exists, for each j, a 
Galois basis for which has a set of representatives, each of 
which is Galois. 
Proposition 1. If N is nilpotent and if A is diagonal, then N is 
a Galois space over A • 
Proof. Let ^ua ^  be the set of representatives discussed above. 
By theorem 5 of chapter III, this set is a left basis for N. Since each 
of the Ug's is Galois, so is the basis. 
Proposition 2. If N is Galois as a A vector space, then n/n2, and 
hence, A, is Galois. 
Proof. The image of the Galois basis of N in N/N2 certainly consists 
of Galois elements and generates N/N2. 
Corollary 3. If N is nilpotent, then A is diagonal if and only if 
N is Galois. 
We list one sufficient condition for A to be diagonal. See the book 
by Jacobson (4, page 174) for a proof. 
Proposition 4. If A is Galois, as a division ring, over the sub­
division ring /"and if N is Galois over then N is Galois over A. 
We, of course, have the following: 
Proposition 5. If A is graded, then A is diagonal. 
Let A be a cleft completely primary diagonal ring with nilpotent 
18 
maximal ideal, Suppose also that fw ; Al < es . Any elgebr-2 oblck con­
tains a division ring and is finite dimensional over that ring may be 
associated with an isomorphic ring of matrices via the right regular 
representation. In this section, we shall study this construction in 
our context. 
By the previous material, to determine the product in A, we need 
A 
only partition the isomorphisms associated with N/N into equivalence 
classes, take one, and only one, representative, cr, from each equivalence 
class and thus, determine vj. , select a Galois basis {ua j for each 
V* as a left basis over ^  , and determine the products g and 
v°a V90 for a11 a> 0> a» P» and for all g 6 A ' where is a particular 
representative of u^ . The remainder of the product will follow from 
these by simple applications of the associative law, the distributive 
law, the Galois commutative law, and various of the preceeding results. 
In particular, once we have chosen the bases ^u^ j for each <r , 
by our assumptions, we may choose the representatives so they are 
Galois in N. The products of these elements form a set of generators for 
N, and hence, a left basis. This basis is clearly Galois. 
Before we define our matrices, let us introduce some notation. Let 
G^ (A) be the subset of G (A) which is realized in N^/Nk+~ . Order the 
equivalence classes in G* (A) as (o^j), j = 1, 2, ..., m (i), i = 1, 2, 
..., m, where m is the degree of nilpotency of N. Let s^ = [V^£j : A]^ 
and define r^ = 2 s-j . Suppose n = ^  z\ . 
Let £Ug | s^j_i < a < sijj be the representatives of the Galois 
basis of v£. as selected above. We shall have occasion to say cr~ is 
ij u 
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associated with v_. vith the realization that cr = rr if * „ a.-C " 
U a Ij lj-1 ^ — ij 
By the assumptions above, we have the following equations. 
(1.) Ug S = (Tg (ô) ua » for each a and for g € A • 
(2.) ua Ug = Z u^ , for all a and p . Note that equation 1 
may be written in the form uQ g = Z g^ up , with g^ = 0 if a / g > 
and ôoa = °a (§) • 
For each g £ A » designate the matrix (6hg) by g and for each g , 
let (Sh^y) be denoted by Up . It is clear the set of these matrices 
generate a ring isomorphic to A. Let us explore them in greater detail. 
Proposition 6. For each g g A , 6 is a diagonal matrix. 
This is the motivation for defining diagonal rings. In fact, we may 
prove the following result. 
Proposition 7. If, in the right regular representation of a com­
pletely primary cleft algebra over A , the representation of A is diagonal 
for some basis, then A is diagonal. 
Proof. If the representation is diagonal, then a form of equation 
1 is valid for this basis. 
Proposition 8. For fixed a and g , /^^and aQ 0^=0^, 
for all -y, if / 0. 
Proof. Z cra O; (%py) uy = aa ^  (g) uQ up = uQ up g = 
7 U7 5 = 7 &a^y °7 (5) ^  • Hence' °bc °P (5) = Sapy > 
and 0"a <Tp ~ cr or 8^py = 0. By our hypothesis, 0^ 0^ ~ 0^ implies 
°a * °7 " 
Corollary 9. If aa cr^ / a , then g^ = 0. 
A is associative, so u^ ( u^ u^) = (u^ Up) iiy . But Uq (up Uy) = 
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"a "x "pyx ''X' x "û ^ pryx' "û "x J °a ^-pyx' jl 9ctxn % 
g (f °a (W W «n . «d (ua up) Uy = Z ^  tty - £ (2 Sfo^ô x7„)u^. 
Proposition 10. For every a, p, 7, and p, 
00 J % < W W = ?V %, • 
This equation will be recognized to be the promised generalization 
of equation 4 of chapter V. 
Proposition 11. If a > ^  , p > r^ , and 7  < ri+j+^ » then 
ôOp7 - °' 
,i+l J+l i+k+2 Proof. Suppose uQ ç N and u^ £ N . Then ua u^ £ N 
Let us consider the form of the matrices in another way. Suppose 
ri-l< a< ri' 
uct = 
00. . .010. . .0  
where Aa = (Aar^r^); 
„a 1 <k <m-i, i + 1 < 1 < m, and A = (0) if 1 - k < 0. These inequal­
ities express the diagonal nature of the matrices, as discussed in 
proposition 11. 
A 
a 
- <B\pslq). -here is an s „ rkrl X" SkDSlq'' skDslfl "kp " °lq 
elements of A which satisfies the following properties. 
matrix of 
„a (4.) If slq.1 < a < slq , 8 is an entry in B"skpslq only if 5 5 Ara • 
This is a second expression for proposition 8. 
JX 
<5° B skpslq = (0)' if % r ty ^  » "here s^ < P < slq and 
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Si— i < y < s,._ . This oronertv is a restatement of corollary 9 = 
» • — rvy " '
Of course, the entries are also subject to equation 3. 
To see this actually characterizes such rings, suppose we have a 
ring of matrices generated over the diagonal representation of A by 
matrices of the form of the Ua's. The entries in the first row guarantee 
the independence of the U^'s and properties 4 and 5 guarantee the Galois 
character of the ring. * 
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VII* GENERALITIES 
In this chapter, we shall indicate some of the difficulties one 
encounters in attempting to generalise the methods of the previous chapters 
and in further determining the structure of an arbitrary left-Galois 
ring. 
Suppose A is cleft and N is nilpotent, but suppose A is not diagonal. 
We may still write equations 1 and 2 of the previous chapter, although in 
a slightly revised form. 
(1.) Uq ô - | ÔQ£ "p • 
(2.) up = Z ÔQpy u7 . 
The first difficulty arises when we attempt to determine the s 
op 
and theëg^ys. The method of proof of proposition 8 of the proceeding 
chapter is no longer applicable. 
Let us consider the matrix representation of 6 Ç ^  in such a ring. 
It is easily verified that 6 = (6^ (&)) , where the 8^' s satisfy: 
(3.) Sop is a (group) homomorphism of £ into A: 
(4.) 0Q2 is a ring homomorphism; 
(5.) = °> if « > P; and 
(6.) For all ^ and &2 in A , 9^ (6^ 62) = 2 9^ (5%) 9^ (ô2) • 
Such a set of mappings might be called generalized derivations. See 
the book by Jacobson (4, pages 170 and 171) for a discussion. 
It would still seem to be possible to construct and determine the 
structure of the matrix representation of such a ring. However, there 
are immediate notational difficulties. How many subscripts are admissible 
before confusion reigns? Thus, other methods would seem to be necessary 
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for an adeauate exploration. 
In a more general case, where A is possibly uncleft even though a 
section exists, two immediate difficulties arise. A is no longer a sub-
ring of A and hence, we must work with coefficients in an additive 
abelian group which is the image of A under a section. Thus, we would be 
considering an additive group with an additive group of operators! 
In general, if a is a section and if u is the representative of a 
Galois element which is associated with 0 , we have <J (0 (&)) u -
u cr (Ô) / 0. 
Let us define some functions and indicate their interrelationship. 
If ô ç ^  > 9 is a section, and if u is a representative of a Galois 
element associated with cr , v(0, u, 6) = 0 (q- (&)) u - u 0 (6). 
If 5 £ A » and if 9 and <7 are two sections, w(0, o-, 6) = 0 (6) -
0- (&). 
If 0 is a section and if and 62 are *n A > y (0* 82) = 
0 (&! &2) - 0 (&i) 0 (b2). 
Note that v (0, u, -) and w (0, <?, -) are group homomorphisms from 
A into N. y(0, -, -) is a biadditive map from A x A to N. 
v (0, u, Ô) =0 (a (&)) u - u 0 (8) 
= /T(CT (&)) u 4- w (0,7T, a (ô)) u 
+ u sr(9) + u w (0, 7T, 6) . 
y (0, Ô2' ^ 3) " y (8' Ô1» ô2 ^ 3) 
= 0 (ôx b2 ô3) - 0 (6% Ô2) 0 (63) - 0 (Ô1 §2 §3) 
+ 0 (ô1) 0 (Ô2 ô3) 
= 0 (»i) 0 (S2 b3) - 0 62) 0 (63) 
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= 0 (#i) y (0; §2> §3) - y ce, ô2) e <53) 
w(e,77, §L g2) = 0 (8i &2) -/rCÔ! ô2) 
= 9 (ôx) e (ô2) + y ( e, ôv ô2) 
-7T (Ôx) 7T(Ô2) - y Ôp B2) 
= d (&!> w (9,7T, Ô2) + w (6,77; bj JT (Ô2) 
+ y (6, Ôx, ô2) - y (/7l Ô1, Ô2). 
Hence, we have the equations : 
(7.) v(9, u, S) - v (rr, u, ô) = w(9, /77 a (&)) u - uff w (9, T", Ô) ; 
(8.) 9 (Bi) y (9, ô2, ô3) - y (6, ^  ô2, &3) + y (9, 6^, Ô2 ô3) 
- y (6» 8j_» 52) 9 (ô3) = 0; 
(9.) 9 (ôp w (9,7T, S2) - w (9, 77; 5% §2) + w (9, 7T, 7T (ô2) 
= y (^T &X' ô2^ " y (e» 6i» ô2)• 
These equations indicate the relationship of this theory to the 
cohomology theory of algebras. Unfortunately, the author's knowledge of 
this area is very limited. Thus, results will have to await further 
preparation and study. 
If no sections exist, then other problems arise. Note however, if 
A and A are algebras over a field, then a section always exists. 
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X. APPENDIX 
The Loewy series of a completely primary ring with maximal ideal N is 
the series of ideals N D "* . 
An element, u, in a two-sided vector space over a division ring, A , 
is left-Galois if u AC A u. A two-sided vector space is left-Galois if 
it has a left basis of left-Galois elements. 
= { v £ V | a (8) v = v 8 , for every 8 € A • j . 
v € V | There is a t-~ a such that T-~(8) v = v8, for all 
6 € A . j . 
= [m A | 6 6% = 8% 6 , for all 81 e a (A). j . 
For each j = 0, 1, 2, ... , 7T^ is the canonical mapping from to 
77* q is usually denoted by 77*. 
If we assume Nr properly contains Nr+^, if Nr f fo j , for each r, 
each element, n, in N is associated with an integer j such that n e NJ -
N^+1. This integer is the degree of n. 
A section is a (group) homomorphism from A into A which is a right 
inverse for 7T- A ring is cleft if it has a section which is a ring 
homomorphism. 
A completely primary ring is left-Galois if each of the spaces 
N^/N^+^ are left-Galois. 
A cleft ring is generalized graded if for each j, MJ = £n ^  N|deg(n) 
= j^ U £ 0 J is a two-sided vector space. It is graded if it is general­
ized graded and for each j and k, CK^. 
A completely primary ring is diagonal if and only if it is cleft and 
the maximal ideal is left-Galois over the quotient division ring. 
